Email Address: **HKIA_599H@dh.gov.hk**  
Email Subject: **Airline submission to the DH under Cap. 599H ([flight no.] of [Name of Airline])**

Attn: Department of Health

Under the Prevention and Control of Disease (Regulation of Cross-boundary Conveyances and Travellers) Regulation (Cap. 599H), the following information is submitted on behalf of the operator of the aircraft.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Airline:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flight no.:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Estimated Date and Time of Arrival (Hong Kong Time)**  
[dd/mm/yyyy] [xx:xx]:

**Scheduled Date and Time of Departure (Local Time)**  
[dd/mm/yyyy] [xx:xx]:

**Total number of “relevant Group A travellers”:**

- **Number of “relevant vaccinated Group A travellers”:**
- **Number of “relevant Group A foreign domestic helper travelers”:**

**Group A specified places involved:**

**Total number of “relevant Group B travellers”:**

- **Number of “relevant vaccinated Group B travellers”:**

**Group B specified places involved:**

**Total number of “relevant Group C travellers”:**

- **Number of “relevant vaccinated Group C travellers”:**

**Group C specified places involved:**

**Total number of “relevant Taiwan travellers”:**

- **Number of “relevant vaccinated Taiwan travellers”:**

**Total number of “relevant Mainland China (other than Guangdong) and Macao travellers”:**

- **Number of “relevant vaccinated Mainland China (other than Guangdong) and Macao travellers”:**

**Total number of “relevant transit/transfer travellers”:**

I, the operator of the aforementioned specified aircraft, hereby confirm that each relevant traveller has, before being checked-in for the flight to Hong Kong on that aircraft, produced for boarding on the aircraft the documentary proof to show that the conditions set out in the Prevention and Control of Disease (Regulation of Cross-boundary Conveyances and Travellers) Regulation (Chapter 599, sub. leg. H) are met.

**Name of reporting person:**

**Title/Post of reporting person:**

**Contact phone number:**

**Name of company:**